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Context
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Electron cyclotron (EC) waves 
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need a conversion from externally 
launched e.m. waves in O-mode
•
 
O-mode to X-mode conversion at 
the O-mode cutoff: angular window 
for the wave injection angles (π
 and τ) of width TO-X 
ﬂ
 






X-mode to B-mode conversion at 
the upper-hybrid resonance: needs
nLk0
10 >nLk
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 t = 1.2 s
Equatorial launchPol. oblique launch
Bφ
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~ 20 cm, UL launchers
•
 




Total energy from Diamagnetic 




Clear perturbation on edge soft 
X-ray channels (DMPX) for 
each EC power pulse
•
 
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
 
 























































~ 0 cm, equatorial launchers
•
 




Slight but visible perturbation on 




























FFT profile during modulated EBH




Method for the power deposition localization excluding the time of 
the fast sawtooth crash perturbation
⇒
 















Linear fit of soft X-ray traces before/after EC switch-ONs
•
 







BIS analysis provides information for each EC power switch-ON 
non-perturbed by the sawtooth
•
 
Can be used where FFT is dominated by the sawtooth
 
perturbation
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scan to change the radial 
position of the resonance
•
 
Power deposition location 
determined with BIS method 





























Successful assessment of a break-in-slope method for the detection 





This method now allows central power deposition measurements, 
not accessible with FFT.
•
 
From yet a small database, initial experimental trend and field for a 





































on the power deposition
 
location.
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Test ray propagation sensitivity to Zaxis

















 t = 1.2 s
















 t = 1.2 s
•
 
Difficulty for the power localization could come from the presence of 
a double absorption location
ΔZaxis
 
= +1, +2 cm
ΔZaxis
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Power deposition sensitivity to Zaxis



























The more the plasma moves 
away from Zinj
 





> 0), the more 
power is absorbed at the outer 
location
